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INTRODUCTION

Economic and technological links among nations have mushroomed during the past two decades and are manifest in entities as large as multinational corporations and as modest as Internet chatrooms. Such links reveal the existence of—and foster curiosity about—differences and similarities among nations, particularly with regard to endeavors common to all nations, such as education. A number of international comparative studies conducted in recent years, as well as other evidence, have shown that education systems vary substantially. A careful look at other systems can both deepen any country’s understanding of its own educational beliefs and methods and introduce new possibilities.

Researchers, policy makers, teachers, parents, and others would like answers to a variety of questions. What do other countries do, and how do they do it? How effective are they in improving achievement? In what ways is the U.S. system like others? How is it different? How might it be strengthened? What does the United States do that other nations want to emulate?

By far the most ambitious exploration of questions such as these to date is the Third International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS), which was conducted under the auspices of the International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA). Nearly 50 countries participated in various parts of TIMSS; materials were developed in more than 30 languages for use in the study. More than half a million students at three age levels (9, 13, 17) from 15,000 schools participated in the study, and students, teachers, and administrators in more than 20 countries responded to background questionnaires designed to elicit contextual information. Several auxiliary studies were also conducted. Researchers evaluated and compared the curricula of nearly 50 countries; experts observed and analyzed a subset of school systems in Japan, Germany, and the United States; and a videotape study of classroom lessons in the same three countries was conducted.

Planning for the study began in 1991 and data were collected in 1995 and 1996. The first set of primary analyses, covering 13-year-olds in 41 countries, was released in late 1996; the analyses for the 9-year-olds were released in mid-1997; the last set of primary analyses, for 17-year-olds, is to be released in 1998.

TIMSS has yielded an unprecedented body of data with which to explore both targeted questions about mathematics and science achievement and larger questions about the structure and curricular goals of education systems in different nations. However, the very magnitude of the study, the newness of some of the research methodology, and persistent pressure to translate complex information into simple conclusions all raise concerns about the research methodology and about the implications of the study findings for policy decisions.

To begin to address these questions, and to encourage innovative and far-sighted exploration of TIMSS resources, the National Research Council held a symposium in Washington, D.C., on February
The primary goal of the symposium was to seize a moment—soon after the initial release of findings from TIMSS—when many of the central concerns regarding mathematics and science education would be the focus of considerable public attention. The symposium was designed to "complicate" a discussion that could easily be oversimplified: to foster appreciation of the study's complexity and of the range and depth of analyses it makes possible. Assuming that the "horse-race" rankings of nations made possible by the achievement results would receive the greatest publicity when the data were released, the symposium planners wanted to initiate a sustained discussion of the data, as well as encourage collaboration among communities of scholars. By raising awareness of some of the difficult issues presented by the complexity of the study's design, they hoped to influence the ongoing discussion of the study in ways that would enhance its potential to advance education reform. Recognizing the magnitude of the study itself and the multitude of issues it raises, they intended to encourage others to continue this discussion, not to complete it in one session.

Participants included officials from the U.S. Department of Education, representatives from many private institutions concerned with education issues broadly and with mathematics and science education in particular, investigators who have been involved with TIMSS, researchers, and representatives from various professional groups. (See the list of participants in Appendix A.) The symposium was sponsored by four boards of the National Research Council: the Board on International Comparative Studies in Education, the Board on Testing and Assessment, the Committee on Science Education K-12, and the Mathematical Sciences Education Board. Support came from the U.S. National Science Foundation and the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) of the U.S. Department of Education.

The symposium had two major components: a detailed look at TIMSS itself and the beginnings of a critical discussion of issues raised by it. The principal researchers responsible for the four major components of the study described their work and highlighted a few of their key findings and some of the methodological challenges they faced. Discussants for each of these sessions, as well as participants, raised issues of interpretation, use, and application of the study data. The remaining sessions were designed to look critically at several aspects of the study and to provide a variety of perspectives on the study and the role it might play in policy planning. Although some of the presenters addressed critiques of aspects of the study, the symposium was not designed to provide a thorough critical analysis of TIMSS; rather, it was designed to focus on issues relevant to TIMSS's implications for the future. (See the symposium agenda in Appendix B.)

Five scholars prepared papers for the symposium. Each was asked to reflect critically on either a particular aspect of the study itself or some of its implications in the current policy environment. The resulting presentations and discussions ranged widely—from close scrutiny
of methodological questions to intense consideration of the structure of public education in the United States. As the symposium planners intended, the presentations and discussion focused not on achieving group consensus, but on unearthing a variety of views on a complex topic. (See Appendix C for a list of the papers presented.) Clearly the day and a half allotted for the symposium did not allow for an exhaustive discussion of either the strengths and weaknesses of TIMSS or its many implications for policy makers. Moreover, because of time constraints, a number of important points were raised but not elaborated during the discussion.

This summary report is an additional component of the effort to foster dialogue in the education research and policy communities. It describes the major elements of TIMSS, presents some of the discussion that took place at the symposium, and explores the themes that emerged from it. Because TIMSS is so complex, the steering committee charged with planning the symposium decided to devote considerable symposium time to explication of the structure of the study and a few of its principal findings. This document follows that lead. The next section, "What Is TIMSS?", provides a description of the study and of the presentations made by the TIMSS researchers. The following two sections summarize, respectively, the questions and critiques that presenters raised about the study itself and the major policy issues that were addressed. The last section summarizes the major ideas that emerged at the symposium.

WHAT IS TIMSS?

As its name indicates, TIMSS is the third in a series of investigations of mathematics and science learning conducted under the auspices of the International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement. IEA is an international consortium of research institutions in more than 40 countries. Although individual governments may fund their countries' participation in IEA activities, the organization is run by an assembly of country representatives. The first IEA study, of mathematics, was conducted in the 1960s; the second mathematics study was done in the 1970s. IEA has also conducted studies of learning in a variety of other subjects. Although the structure and composition of IEA's studies have evolved some since the 1960s, their purpose—to describe and explain differences in student achievement—has remained the same.

More specifically, the organizers of the study described the purpose of TIMSS in this way: "to learn more about mathematics and science curricula and teaching practices associated with high levels of student achievement, in order to improve the teaching and the learning of mathematics around the world" (Robitaille and Garden, 1996:15). Study planners recognized that to accomplish this goal they would need to collect a variety of different kinds of data. First, they needed the kind of common measure of achievement used in previous studies—numbers that would represent the varying degrees
to which students around the world have learned the body of mathematics and science knowledge deemed (through international consensus) essential. This was obtained by means of an achievement test (described in greater detail below). All of the other components of TIMSS were designed to provide data that can help explain variations in performance on the achievement test: these included a detailed look at the content of mathematics and science curricula and textbooks around the world, as well as investigations of student attitudes and experiences, teaching practices and school resources, and many other factors that affect achievement (these other components of the study are described below). The challenge for TIMSS researchers, and for others wishing to use the data for additional analyses, is to make full use of this combination of information about the education practices and contexts that influence student learning.

The scope of TIMSS is unprecedented in several ways. Though many international comparative assessments have been conducted, none has assessed student learning in two subjects in so many countries at the same time. Those involved in the planning and design of the study paid considerable attention to the experience gained in the study’s predecessor, the Second International Mathematics Study (SIMS) (McKnight et al., 1987; Medrich and Griffith, 1992). They addressed many of the criticisms leveled at SIMS, both by adhering to strict sampling procedures and by expanding the scope of the design for TIMSS to include the collection of an extensive variety of contextual data (Rotberg, 1990; Bracey, 1996; Third International Mathematics and Science Study, 1996). In addition, the designers of TIMSS incorporated research methods from several different disciplines in a groundbreaking effort to link different kinds of data. Essentially, several distinct studies were conducted, each investigating questions about mathematics and science learning from a different perspective. The combination of different research methods raised a variety of issues and questions, some of which are addressed below (“Critiques and Methodological Issues”). (See Appendix D for a bibliography of TIMSS reports and resources.)

The different components of the study grew out of three basic questions that it was designed to answer: What are students in each nation expected to learn? What, and how, are students actually taught? What do students actually learn? TIMSS researchers used the terms “intended, implemented, and achieved curricula,” respectively, to refer to these three basic questions (Robitaille and Garden, 1996).

The Achievement Study

The core of TIMSS is an assessment of student achievement in mathematics and science, administered to students at ages 9 (Population 1), 13 (Population 2), and 17 (Population 3). The achievement results, of course, provide the data on the achieved curriculum—what students have actually learned. The content to be tested in each sub-
ject and at each age level was determined through a sometimes contentious consensus process involving all of the participating countries. The resulting framework document, which guided the development of the test questions, reflects many compromises; it does not reflect the actual curriculum in any one country, and each country is free to conduct further analyses on just those questions that covered the material taught to its own students (International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement, 1996a, 1996b).

The test itself is similar to other large-scale assessments that are used in the United States, such as the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP). It is a combination of multiple-choice questions and open-ended exercises that ask students to generate solutions to problems or to answer questions in their own words. The open-ended exercises are scored using guidelines that describe several categories of responses and assign scores to them. In each country the test was administered to a sample of classes of students—approximately 3,750 students per country at each grade level (Third International Mathematics and Science Study, 1996). The samples were chosen so that various groups were adequately represented and each country's overall population characteristics were reflected. Each student answered only a portion of the questions meant for his or her grade level; various subsets of the questions were printed in different test booklets so that an appropriate number of students in each sample would take each possible combination of questions. Consequently, data could be reported on the entire content domain covered by the test although each student sat for only 60 or 90 minutes of testing. The complex item sampling design made it possible for researchers to report on the performance of different population groups and on student performance for different types of questions and different content areas. The sampling procedure also made possible the so-called "horse race" results, which rank the performances of participating countries. Results are being reported for nations and, in the United States, for three states and one consortium of school districts. Forty-one countries participated in the assessment of middle-school, or Population 2, students (13-year-olds); these results were released shortly before the symposium. Twenty-six nations participated in the elementary school, or Population 1, portion (9-year-olds), results for which were released in June 1997. Data for Population 3, students at the end of secondary school (17-year-olds), are scheduled for release in February 1998. No individual scores are available.

1The three states, Colorado, Illinois, and Minnesota, and the First in the World Schools, a consortium in the northwest suburbs of Chicago, provided funds for their participation as "mini-nations" in order to learn how their own students compare to others internationally. NCES has made it possible for other states or districts who wish to administer TIMSS locally to do so.

2Symposium participants repeatedly stressed the importance of recognizing, when drawing interpretations from TIMSS, that different groups of nations participated in different portions of the project. See note 5 on page 17 for the numbers of countries participating in each major component.
Because the results are based on the performance of representative samples of students in each country, they actually, as TIMSS researchers explained, "represent a range within which the nation's actual average would most likely fall if all students were tested" (TIMMS U.S. National Research Center, 1996). Thus, the U.S. achievement results were presented in terms of three bands—groups of countries that performed better than the United States did, at approximately the same level as the United States, or worse than the United States. By presenting the results this way, researchers hoped to discourage observers from focusing on slight differences that might be inappropriately magnified if numerical scores were simply listed in rank order.

More than 20 countries also chose to include a set of performance assessment tasks for Populations 1 and 2; these were simple experiments using standardized materials provided in kits. The tasks were too expensive and time-consuming to include for the entire testing population, but they are expected to yield data on skills not easily measured by paper-and-pencil assessments (National Center for Education Statistics, 1996). Testing of Population 3 students also addressed two "specialist" subpopulations: students enrolled in advanced mathematics or physics courses.

Background Questionnaires

At the time the assessments were administered, students, teachers, and school officials were also asked to fill out background questionnaires designed to elicit important information about the contexts in which student learning occurs. These questionnaires collected data on students' and teachers' backgrounds, school structures and resources, students' and teachers' attitudes about mathematics and science, teachers' pedagogical beliefs and practices, classroom coverage of various mathematics and science topics, and other variables. Responses to these questions can then be correlated with achievement data to reveal associations between various factors and student performance. Although such associations cannot support specific causal inferences, they can call attention to factors that are associated with success and identify promising areas for further study.

Quality Control

The planners for TIMSS took great care to ensure the quality of the data collection, and independent observer Edward Haertel commented on the high quality of the sampling and data collection in the paper he presented at the symposium. The research team paid particular attention to the sampling in part because SIMS, its predecessor, was criticized for using sampling methods that may have distorted the international comparisons. An entire volume documenting the quality control procedures used in TIMSS has been published (Third International Mathematics and Science Study, 1996), but it is worth noting one strategy in particular. Because the sampled- rules were so rigor-
ous and complicated, not all countries were able to meet all of them, but the data collected from these countries were still of value. The TIMSS research team defined several levels of compliance, which were clearly indicated in the main ranking tables. Thus, readers could see easily that comparisons between nations with differing levels of compliance should be made with caution and with an understanding of the nature of these differing levels.

Albert Beaton, TIMSS study director, presented a brief summary of the study at the symposium and highlighted a few of the key results from the Population 2 data, the first data to be released and the only data available at the time of the symposium. He began by noting that, while there has been worldwide interest in the country rankings, members of the press had not really addressed the more complex findings of the study or the issues and the questions they raise. For example, Beaton showed a table depicting results for the 41 Population 2 countries, similar to those used in the published reports. He explained that a reporter from a national news magazine had declined to publish it on the grounds that it was too complicated. Perhaps the most striking finding for Beaton was that all of the reporting countries show a connection between socioeconomic factors and performance. In every one of the 41 countries, he explained, "there is a relationship between the number of books in the home and school performance." There was a similarly clear relationship across countries tested between parents' levels of education and student performance. Other factors explored in TIMSS did not demonstrate such clear relationships: for example, class size shows some relationship to achievement, except that Korea, whose performance was second only to Singapore's, averages more than 40 students per class.

Beaton presented some other key findings:

- There are differences in performance on particular content areas covered by the assessment that are consistent with differences in curricula across countries.
- U.S. seventh-grade students ranked higher among nations than did U.S. eighth-grade students. Beaton remarked that this finding is important because it supports the overall achievement differences that were found. That is, differences between grades within a nation cannot be explained away by a large national difference, which would have affected performance at both grades equally.
- Within most countries and overall, boys had significantly higher mean science achievement than did girls in both the seventh and eighth grades. Gender differences in mathematics achievement were small or nonexistent; differences that did exist favored boys.
- There is a large difference in average science and mathematics achievement between the top-performing and bottom-performing

---

3Population 2 covered the two school grades containing the largest numbers of 13-year-olds, grades seven and eight in the United States.
countries. Despite this large difference, when countries were ordered by average achievement, there were only small differences in achievement between each country and the ones closest to it.

- In science, students generally had the most difficulty with the chemistry items.
- In mathematics, the questions that stood out as most difficult called for multistep problem solving and applications.
- In both mathematics and science, country performance in different content areas seemed to correspond to curricular emphasis.

Beaton was the first of many at the symposium to point out that the TIMSS data has, not surprisingly, failed to produce a "silver bullet" that will magically transform mathematics and science education. As Beaton put it: "Wouldn't it be nice to just find that all we have to do is something simple, you know, increase the school year, for example? . . . We have been poring over the data . . . and there is just no simple answer." For every likely looking connection between achievement and a variable such as amount of homework or class size, TIMSS showed counterexamples. Beaton and his colleagues concluded that, while each probably has an effect, none by itself made a major difference.

The Curriculum Study

As even casual observation reveals, there are substantial differences among the education systems and curricula in use in the participating nations. The purpose of the curriculum study was to find a way to make sense of these differences and to make it possible to explore the relationship between curriculum and achievement results. More specifically, researchers hoped that by looking systematically at which topics are covered at which levels around the world, and at performance expectations, they could gain understanding of differences in student performance on particular skills and segments of the content that were tested. This study, of course, primarily explored what study planners called the intended curriculum.

Undertaking a thorough comparison among the curricula of 46 countries was complicated by the fact that there is no common way of even describing curricula. The solution to this problem was a procedure called topic trace mapping, by which researchers in each country collected information about topic coverage in various documents and translated it into a common format. Using formally defined "document analysis procedures" as guides, the national researchers took the most widely used textbooks in their respective countries, as well as national and regional curriculum guides, and analyzed the documents section by section to determine the extent to which material included in the TIMSS frameworks was covered. A total of 491 curriculum guides and 638 textbooks were analyzed. The researchers also asked education experts within each country to respond to questionnaires.
William Schmidt, who directed the curriculum study, described some of the team's findings and conclusions, focusing primarily on the issues addressed in *A Splintered Vision*, the curriculum analysis results for the United States (Schmidt, McKnight, and Raizen, 1997). For him, the study's most valuable product is what he sees as resolution of the debate over whether school curricula truly make a difference in student learning. For him it is clear that teaching matters, and he argues that the "somewhat disappointing" achievement results for the United States reflect the weaknesses in the U.S. curricula. His conclusion is that many other factors—such as length of time spent in school and assignment of homework—that have been blamed for poor student performance in the United States are side issues. He explained that his research has shown that "there is a tremendous amount of variability across these countries in terms of the way in which mathematics or science is taught." He suggested that further exploration of the relationship between achievement and topic coverage in the curriculum will clarify the picture of student learning considerably.

Specifically, Schmidt argued that no intellectually coherent vision guides mathematics and science curriculum development in the United States. Because responsibility for curriculum decisions rests with states and localities, there is variation among the curricula used within U.S. borders, just as there is among those of different nations. Some of this variation reflects differing educational goals and philosophies, while some of it is, in effect, coincidental. Schmidt presented a few specific findings to illustrate his points:

- Both science and mathematics textbooks in the United States include far more topics than was typical for other countries at all three grade levels. This is true even for science texts devoted to particular topics, such as earth science or physical science.
- Mathematics curricula in the United States consistently cover far more topics than is typical in other countries. In science, the tendency toward breadth is similar, though less pronounced.
- Topics remain in both the mathematics and science curricula for more years in the United States than in all but a few other TIMSS countries. The U.S. practice is to introduce many more topics than do other countries in grades one and two and then to repeat these

---

4William Schmidt served as both the principal investigator for the curriculum study and the national coordinator for the U.S. portion of the achievement study. He also served as the project director for the Survey of Mathematics and Science Opportunities (SMSO). This study, conducted in advance of TIMSS, produced a set of classroom observations in six countries that were designed primarily to identify important themes and issues to be explored in the TIMSS background questionnaire. His presentation drew on all of these sources.
topics through grade seven. Schmidt emphasized this point by noting that although new elements called for by science standards have generally been added to the curriculum, little has been removed to make room for the new.

American teachers, Schmidt argued, are sent into their classrooms with a mandate to teach using curricula that reflect few decisions about priorities, are fragmented, and are poorly integrated with one another. Teachers, he said, are armed with textbooks that are similarly laden with a jumble of topics. The curricula are, in his words, “a mile wide and an inch deep.” How do teachers handle this situation? Schmidt argued that the instructional decisions made by U.S. teachers mirror the inclusive approach of the tools they are given. Teachers cover more topics, he suggested, but spend less time and emphasis on each than do many of their international counterparts. Instead of “telling a story” about a particular topic, allowing enough time for students to learn it and move on, he argued, U.S. teachers tend to keep reintroducing topics that have not yet been mastered.

Schmidt concluded that the U.S. educational vision is splintered because the U.S. system has many actors and is characterized by “dispersed control,” as Richard Elmore later put it. For Schmidt, this system is responsible for the seriously inadequate sets of curricula currently in use. The incoherence of the curricula, he argued, has impeded student learning.

The Three-Country Qualitative Studies

Germany, Japan, and the United States participated in additional studies, sponsored by the United States, in order to augment their understanding of the achievement results. These studies, a videotape analysis and a set of case studies, were devised to explore both instruction and the cultural contexts within which the learning and teaching of mathematics take place. They involved methodologies rarely used in conjunction with large-scale assessments of achievement, and, in the case of the videotape study, of technology developed specifically for TIMSS. James Stigler and Harold Stevenson, the principal researchers for the videotape study and the case studies, respectively, each described their methods and some key findings.

Videotape Study

The primary goal of the videotape study was to capture and then analyze entire mathematics lessons taught to a subsample of the Population 2 (grades seven and eight) students. Lessons were tape in a total of 231 classrooms across the three participating countries. Teachers were asked to make no changes in their normal classroom routines for the videotaping sessions. Standardized camera procedures and other protocols were developed for the data collection. The thousands of
hours of tape were digitized, and computer software was developed for analyzing them. Thus it has been possible for researchers to scan quickly through the material on a computer and to search it in various ways.

In addition, the tapes were transcribed and translated and then coded for the occurrence of various events, teaching strategies, and content elements. The coding made it possible for researchers to analyze the lessons quantitatively and to explore such issues as amounts of time spent on seatwork and classwork, discussing and doing homework, and non-lesson activity. The tapes were also analyzed by mathematicians for mathematics content.

In addition to making possible the exploration of questions about teaching practice, as well as specific questions raised by data from the achievement tests and the background questionnaires, the videotapes have two other important uses. First, as symposium participants who watched just a few short segments emphasized, the opportunity to observe a lesson on tape is far more powerful than any verbal description can be. It is clear that the tapes themselves, as well as the experience gained in collecting them, will be an extremely valuable resource for teacher training, as well as for research. Second, the digitized tapes are a permanent, unchanging resource. Future research can be conducted using these tapes as a record of teacher practice at a particular time, as research questions change.

Apart from the interesting technical issues Stigler and his team faced, the videotape study produced some interesting conclusions about variations in teacher practice among the three participating nations. The report on the study had not been released at the time of the symposium, but Stigler discussed several of its key findings. Perhaps most important was Stigler's conclusion that the majority of prescriptions about teacher practice that have been generated by the research community in recent years have not been implemented in U.S. classrooms. Stigler argued that the relatively large-scale videotape study has made it possible for the first time to look at what teachers are actually doing in the classroom and to compare that with their verbal descriptions of what they believe they are doing.

Citing the notion of problem solving, for example, a traditional mathematics skill that is carefully redefined in the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) standards, Stigler pointed out that the understandings teachers and others have of what it means in practice vary to an alarming degree. He described a lesson he had observed, in which students solved a series of traditional word problems as a group. Their teacher had spoken enthusiastically about the "amazing problem solving" the students were doing, believing that she had fully responded to this aspect of the revised standards.

Stigler made the further point that major shifts in education policy often occur without the benefit of any, or sufficient, data about the extent to which the current policy has actually been implemented in the classroom. This point is relevant to a question that many have
asked about TIMSS—whether TIMSS achievement results could be seen as a measure of the impact of the NCTM standards, which were published in 1989, on student learning. Stigler’s conclusion from the videotapes is that the question is moot since the NCTM reforms have, by and large, not been implemented in U.S. classrooms.

Stigler also reviewed some of what the videotapes revealed about differences among the three nations. He noted that the sample sizes chosen, 100 teachers for Germany, 81 for the United States, and 50 for Japan, partly reflected expectations about how much teaching styles were likely to vary within each country. Surprisingly, Stigler found that teachers in both Japan and the U.S. were remarkably consistent. In general, Stigler’s portrait of typical approaches to lessons in Japan and the United States (his presentation focused on these two nations) is likely to cause concern in the U.S. education community, and that impression was strongly reinforced by the videotapes he showed.

The Japanese lesson showed a teacher who pushed his students to grapple with a series of problems and to come up with alternative solutions. The teacher communicated respect for his students’ abilities to cope with challenging material, and he guided the students skillfully from the alternative solutions to a more general understanding of the concept the lesson covered. In contrast, the U.S. teacher seemed to lead his students by the hand through an explanation of a concept, and he telegraphed his expectation that the students would have trouble applying the concept in a challenging problem by warning them repeatedly about a particular problem as they began their seatwork. Then, before they had had time to attempt that problem, he stopped them and led them through it step by step. The U.S. lesson was also interrupted more than once, both by conversation about school schedules and other issues unrelated to the lesson and by an announcement over the public address system.

These two excerpts were chosen by Stigler to represent what he and his team had judged to be typical of the lessons he saw in the two countries, and they raise issues that are familiar to many in the policy and research communities. For Stigler, the videotapes from Japan and the United States painted a consistent picture of two different approaches to teaching. He noted that the questionnaires administered to the teachers who participated in the videotape study (these were different from the questionnaires administered with the achievement tests) revealed very different expectations for the outcome of a lesson: 70 percent of Japanese teachers reported that their goal was to get the students to understand a concept; similar percentages of U.S. (and German) teachers reported a goal of getting students to be able to do a certain kind of problem. In Stigler’s view, the Japanese lessons generally “tell a story” and provide students with the opportunity to struggle with and explore the concept the teacher is presenting. In contrast, the videotapes show relatively less development of concepts in the U.S. lessons, which Stigler characterized as focusing on short-term goals.
To support his conclusions, Stigler explained a few of his specific findings:

- While the proportions of time spent on individual work and work as a class are roughly the same in the two countries, Japanese teachers tend to switch between the two much more frequently than do U.S. teachers.
- The U.S. teachers pay far more attention to homework than do their Japanese counterparts, allotting significant chunks of class time for going over previous homework or allowing students to begin new assignments, leaving relatively less time for instruction.
- The U.S. lessons were interrupted by non-mathematics-related activities significantly more frequently than were the Japanese lessons. This finding reinforced for Stigler the sense that in Japanese society the lesson is regarded as a coherent, sustained inquiry into a topic while in the U.S. it is regarded more as an episode or a practice session.
- Japanese teachers generally focus on just one topic during each lesson; U.S. teachers average close to two topics.

The participants' responses to the brief videotape excerpts were extremely lively, and many remarked on how convincingly the excerpts seemed to illustrate particular arguments about teaching practice. Some of the issues raised both in the papers prepared for the symposium and by participants about ways of using and understanding this kind of data are explored below ("Critiques and Methodological Issues").

Case Studies

While the primary focus of the videotape study was on teacher practice, the case studies conducted by Harold Stevenson explored in detail the contexts that shape the experiences of students and teachers. Like other parts of TIMSS, this study was designed to provide data to help account for some of the variations in student performance, in this case by examining contextual influences. Previous studies have shown that differences in curriculum and education structure can provide insights about performance, but other kinds of information are also needed. How do teachers in different places think about teaching, learning, and curriculum? How have they been prepared and what kinds of support do they receive? What factors in and out of school affect students' motivation to learn? What are students' attitudes about mathematics and its value?

While the contexts that shape learning can be explored through written questionnaires, the case studies were an opportunity to make cross-cultural comparisons in far greater detail and to investigate subtler issues than a coded questionnaire could permit. Through this project researchers intended to produce thorough analyses—case studies—of education-related factors in three distinct cultures, the United States,
Germany, and Japan. The studies were structured around three basic issues. The first was how content and performance standards in the three countries compare. Through this comparison, researchers hoped to explore the ways in which each country deals with individual differences among students. The second was the role of school in adolescents' lives. The last was the ways that training, certification, and support for teachers' continuing professional development affect their working lives.

Stevenson began by explaining that the study was a sort of hybrid, devised for TIMSS, between the methods of anthropological ethnography and the interview approach characteristic of psychology. The result was what he termed “a descriptive study”—“a description of what you would find if you were in these particular cultures.” The basic plan was to identify and train individuals who were familiar with each of the three societies, fluent in the requisite language, and skilled in observation and interview techniques, and to send them into the field to collect information. With the help of country experts, sites were chosen that would broadly reflect national characteristics, and researchers assigned to each country spent 2-3 months collecting data.

The researchers spent the bulk of their time interviewing parents, students, and teachers and observing classroom lessons. They visited homes, schools, and education ministries. The result was hundreds of hours of audiotape, which was transcribed and translated. As in the videotape study, the material was entered into a computer and coded so that researchers could search it efficiently, but the data were not analyzed statistically; rather, they were synthesized into detailed descriptions, organized around the explicit questions that guided the study.

Like the report on the videotape study, the case study reports had not been released at the time of the symposium, but Stevenson highlighted some of the insights that have emerged. One important focus of his presentation was on ways in which detailed knowledge of cultural contexts can significantly alter discussions about a particular issue. His choice of an example—homework—was inspired by his concerns about the ways in which symposium participants had discussed the relationship between homework and achievement results. He noted that in Japan there are four possible translations for the term, none of which corresponds to our notion of the word. The Japanese terms describe a variety of activities one might do outside of class—study, work on practice questions, or do an assignment, for example. They reveal that ways of categorizing such activity differ in the two cultures. To further illustrate the point, Stevenson noted that the amount of homework done by German students varies significantly, depending on the type of school they attend. Consequently, a mean for homework done in Germany would have very little value. It is only through interviews, Stevenson maintained, that researchers were able to discover what kinds of out-of-school studying students in each
of the three cultures did. Lois Peak of NCES later made the point that the written questionnaires used carefully chosen language to ask about homework because staff were aware of the issue. Nevertheless, Stevenson maintained that far more sense could be made of such an issue through observation and interview than through a questionnaire.

Another example that Stevenson addressed—which had already been raised several times during the day—was that of “juku,” the after-school classes attended by many Japanese students. Stevenson’s point was that “juku” is a very vague term that refers not only to intense academic classes, but also to craft classes, sports, and other structured social activities. Many U.S. observers have made the claim that the Japanese students’ superior performance can be explained by their attendance at juku because they have assumed that it provided students with rigorous training for college entrance exams and would compensate for any weaknesses in the schools’ academic programs. Stevenson claimed that a deeper understanding of the cultural context reveals that this is not true, or at least that it is a seriously oversimplified portrayal.

Stevenson described a few other findings from the study:

- The role of the school principal in Japan is very different from that of one in the United States. In Japan, committees of teachers have primary responsibility for running the school; the principal serves primarily to “execute” the committee’s decisions.
- Classifications of student ability come at different times in the three countries. In the United States, the urge to assist children who need it often leads to tracking decisions as early as kindergarten. In Germany, a formal decision is made at the end of fourth grade. In Japan such evaluations are made much later.
- The Japanese curriculum is “a set of broad guidelines of the kinds of things that should be accomplished at each grade level.” Teachers are then given considerable latitude to develop specific expectations for different children. In Germany, Stevenson found, the situation is more similar to that of the United States in that each state is empowered to adopt its own guidelines. The German states are, however, required to meet broad national guidelines.

To provide a sense of the flavor of some of the material the study produced, Stevenson read extended quotations from several teachers. He closed by remarking that “it is these kinds of . . . vivid, vital responses that we think give a meaning to a case study . . . that is very difficult to come up with in any other way.”

**CRITIQUES AND METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES**

Lynn Paine, one of the session moderators, expressed a key issue facing the participants when she pointed out that they had been shown
graphs of international achievement scores for thousands of students in the morning and a videotape of “one classroom, one teacher, a small number of students” in the afternoon. “How,” she asked, “do we somehow bring those together?” Her question reflected not despair but a sense that the challenge presented by TIMSS is a new one. As was repeatedly pointed out, TIMSS includes data drawn from different samples and by means of different methods; moreover, the two three-country studies were added to the original TIMSS design (at the urging of the United States), and there is no detailed blueprint for fitting these elements together.

Clearly TIMSS offers risks as well as possibilities. As one of the symposium paper authors, Michael Huberman (1977:1), wrote: “Such a study could run the risk of the centipede, marching off in several directions at once.” The results available so far suggest that different, and possibly conflicting, conclusions might be supported by different parts of the study. Moreover, because the qualitative studies are innovations, neither means of verifying their results nor standards for evaluating their methods are readily available. This section explores questions raised about aspects of the study and the larger issue of linking its components.

**Linking the Components of TIMSS**

A certain amount of ambiguity may be an inevitable outcome of a study so large and complex. Theoretical or political concerns may drive observers to focus more closely on either the implications for curriculum raised by Schmidt’s work or the concerns about teacher preparation raised by Stevenson, for example, given that the study itself was not designed to indicate which finding deserves more weight. For purely practical reasons, few observers may have both the time and skill to truly digest all that TIMSS has to offer. This point need not diminish the usefulness of the study’s component parts, but it will surely affect attempts to integrate them.

Nevertheless, the study components each make a contribution to answering core questions about teaching and learning in mathematics or science, and they should be considered as a package. At the time of the symposium, the first TIMSS reports had just been released, and it will not be until some time in 1998 that the last of the reports documenting the primary analysis for each of the study components will be released. Links among the components of the study were not really forged during this first stage. However, the ways in which these links are forged once the primary analyses are completed will be crucial, and symposium participants stressed the importance of establishing a clear linking framework. Several key points about the links were made at the symposium:

- *For the components of this study to be effectively linked, relationships among different research disciplines will need to be estab-*
lished. Scholarly communities that are not accustomed to working with one another’s data will need to collaborate in innovative ways to make the best use of the findings from TIMSS.

- **What happens with TIMSS will be a model for the future.** Lois Peak reported that NCES is considering using videotapes in future studies, but she noted that using this powerful tool in valid ways is not a straightforward task. Given the initial reaction to what is known about the qualitative studies and the publicity they have received, it is likely that other researchers are already considering applying these methods in other contexts. The education community has a considerable appetite for rich data about teaching and learning, but, as many at the symposium pointed out, these new kinds of data can easily be misused.

- **Simplistic understandings of TIMSS may be misleading.** Until the links are forged and subjected to rigorous scholarly scrutiny, there is a danger that observers will use “common sense” to link the data from the various components of TIMSS, perhaps yielding misleading results. Observers who do not pay close attention might easily miss the fine points in this complex study—the fact that some data comes from only 3 nations and some comes from 41 or 26, for example—and make erroneous conclusions about explanations for achievement results.5 There are obviously many other differences among the study’s components that are salient to any analysis that draws on more than one.

### The Achievement Study

As has been noted, many presenters marveled at the magnitude of what TIMSS accomplished. One described it as “a researcher’s treasure trove,” and many noted that analyses using the data could easily occupy the research community for many years. However, since the achievement component of TIMSS is the base on which the study rests, it is worth noting that several presenters expressed caveats about it. Jan de Lange, noting that multiple-choice items have been outlawed in his country, The Netherlands, argued that the TIMSS items are primarily useful for testing low-level knowledge and do not necessarily represent anyone’s idea of a desirable curriculum. In their paper, Atkin and Black (1997) expressed a similar concern, noting, for example, that a total of 11 multiple-choice and 3 free-response items were used to test the middle school population’s knowledge of
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5Population 2 students in six nations were surveyed in the Survey of Mathematics and Science Opportunities. The topic trace mapping components of the curriculum study covered 46 nations, and that study’s survey of teachers covered Population 2 students in three nations. The videotape study and case studies each involved only Population 2 students in Germany, Japan, and the United States. Finally, as noted, the achievement results were reported for Population 1 students in 26 countries, Population 2 students in 41 countries, and Population 3 students in 21 countries.
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the portion of the test domain identified as “Environmental Issues and the Nature of Science.” First, they argued, from this “small number of questions the results can hardly be a substantial basis for firm conclusions.” They also noted that these 11 questions cover two distinct content areas, whose relationship to one another is not explained in the framework (Atkin and Black, 1997:12-13).

Others made similar comments, but most, including de Lange as well as Atkin and Black, acknowledged that it would likely not have been possible to conduct the assessment at all without using methods that are both efficient and well established. Nevertheless, participants noted how easy it is for observers to lose sight of exactly what was assessed as the results are disseminated and applied in various contexts.

The Curriculum Study

A number of participants raised questions about the curriculum study, primarily focusing on the conclusions Schmidt drew from his findings. For example, several questions focused on what TIMSS suggests about the ways that control over education systems might interact with achievement. In response to Schmidt’s argument that U.S. students’ relatively low performance is the result of an incoherent curriculum, Atkin and Black made reference to results indicating that TIMSS does not reveal a clear correspondence between centrally controlled, and, by implication, coherent, education systems and achievement. Schmidt responded by noting that even a very focused curriculum may not be implemented in the classroom in a coherent manner.

Others raised questions about whether the available means of measuring and comparing curricula were truly sophisticated enough to support the detailed comparisons that have been made. Still others pursued this point from a different angle, questioning whether the impact of the structure of curricula and textbooks can be isolated as a factor, separate from the ways they are translated into classroom instruction. Schmidt argued that it can, though he noted that U.S. curricula and textbooks may not be functioning as they are intended to. For example, he explained, textbook publishers have made rational marketing decisions in choosing to reflect a variety of curricula in their books. Their intention has been that teachers will use only the material that is relevant to the curricula they are following. Schmidt’s point was that if the system is not working, only systemic changes can effectively improve student performance. “The problem,” he maintained, “is in the curriculum policy area, and the only way it can be addressed is . . . as a nation.”

The Qualitative Studies

Another issue presented by TIMSS is that both of the qualitative studies took existing methods and “ratcheted them up,” in the words
of one participant, to new levels of both scale and sophistication. Before even addressing the links among them and the achievement and curriculum data, observers have begun to assess these studies themselves. Not surprisingly, because of its novelty, the videotape study dominated the discussion.

Michael Huberman raised several important issues. He offered a general critique of the study's theoretical underpinning (see below, "Policy Issues"), but he also raised some specific questions about the methods of the videotape study. First, he pointed out, although the videotape certainly provides a far more detailed picture of the classroom than questionnaire data could possibly have done, the picture is still far from complete. Students and school culture, for example, contribute a great deal to the nature of a classroom lesson and have considerable influence on teachers' decisions, both large and small. A videotaped lesson, Huberman argued, is not easy to interpret in the absence of knowledge of its context. An understanding of what occurred during the days preceding and following the lesson that was videotaped might significantly alter an observer's interpretation of the lesson.

A related issue for Huberman was that the videotapes provide a very "teacher-centered" vision of the lesson. They cannot reveal how students have perceived the lesson. Researchers coded teacher responses for "helpfulness" as part of their analysis, for example, although they had no means of knowing whether students had perceived that they had been helped by the interaction in question.

The coding was also an issue for Huberman for another reason. What, he wondered, is the value of collecting data as rich as these videotapes, and then immediately coding it and reducing it to statistics that can be put into tables? Moreover, he asks, is there not a danger in the "irresistible analytic convenience" of the software? Might not the software's power in counting the frequency with which certain behaviors occurred have "tricked" researchers into "unearthing 'themes' or 'patterns'" that were not actually there (Huberman, 1997:14)?

Huberman also raised questions about the sampling for the study. Pointing out that the sampling was not random, Huberman noted in particular that the three types of schools in Germany, the hauptschule, the realschule, and the gymnasium, which differ in significant ways, were not represented proportionally. He also raised a question about how the high refusal rate (almost 50 percent) among schools that were asked to participate might have affected the outcome. Although the study included a record number of classrooms, it nevertheless runs the risk of seeming to be no more than an unusually rich collection of persuasive anecdotes.

Huberman also noted that the effect of the cameras on the teachers and students who were filmed could not be known. Stigler had addressed that issue in his presentation because it had been an important concern for his team. Their conclusion was that while teachers' and students' awareness of the camera may have affected their be-
behavior in a variety of ways, it is not likely that teachers could actu-
ally change their teaching in fundamental ways likely to alter the study’s
results. If they could, Stigler joked, the installation of cameras in
classrooms would be a simple means of improving teaching.

A final set of questions Huberman raised concerned the fact that
the study filmed a single 50-minute lesson in each of 231 classrooms.
Huberman wondered whether filming a series of lessons in a smaller
number of classrooms might have yielded more useful results. Many
of the coding categories, he noted, were efforts to capture “activities
or processes that play out over time,” such as building on complex
concepts or establishing links with content covered previously, that
can not easily be evaluated in the context of a single lesson (Huberman,
1997:12).

Although Huberman’s primary contribution was to raise questions
about the study, he nevertheless described it as an extremely impres-
sive effort. Symposium participants did not have sufficient time to
wrestle with all of the questions, or to resolve any of them, but they
did refer to many of them in various contexts. After watching two
excerpts from the videotapes, participants also raised another concern.
As was discussed above, many at the symposium had enthusiastic
reactions to the videotapes and launched eagerly into discussions of
what the lessons shown demonstrated. But as Lois Peak pointed out,
the powerful reactions people had illustrate the risk that the video-
tapes could be misused: because they are so much richer and more
compelling than written descriptions, viewers may feel a sense of
certainty about impressions based on them that is unwarranted.

This richness is, of course, their virtue as well. Lynn Paine cited
as an example of this something she observed in the two lessons that
were shown. Both could be described as decidedly teacher directed,
but their ways of being so were dramatically different. In the U.S.
lesson, she pointed out, the teacher was evidently perceived as the
sole source of both information and ideas; students in the class did not
look at others who were speaking, or seem to engage as a team. In
contrast, the Japanese teacher had clearly planned the lesson around
the idea that different students would come up with different valid
means of solving problems. He showed that he intended the students
to learn from one another as well as from him, even though he re-
tained control of the discussion.

Part of Paine’s point was that this sort of insight is valuable re-
gardless of how representative a particular lesson or behavior might
be. In a larger sense, this point applies to many aspects of TIMSS.
While forging links among the components will be extremely impor-
tant, the separate sets of data can be of significant value on their own
to both policy makers and others who are seeking to evaluate policies
and strategies, and to practitioners who are seeking insights or inspir-
ations. TIMSS is not a research project designed to test pre-existing
hypotheses, as Edward Haertel pointed out; its results cannot be used
to conclusively prove or disprove assertions. It provides no control
groups because the context in which each participating student has learned science and mathematics is different. However, clear evidence that a particular intervention had a particular result is not necessary to make the data useful. Data from each of the components can be used to enrich understanding of education and, more significantly, to identify promising connections that can then be further explored.

POLICY ISSUES

The many policy issues raised by the initial findings from TIMSS were on the minds of presenters and participants alike throughout the symposium, and many of them were raised more than once in different contexts. The issues raised can perhaps most easily be summarized as four basic messages that were drawn from what was known about TIMSS at the time of the symposium.

Understanding Differences Among Countries

The TIMSS results clearly highlight the importance of understanding differences among countries. This issue, while seemingly obvious in that the purpose of TIMSS is to compare the educational structure and performance of participating nations, was manifested in two particular ways at the workshop that will be of interest to policymakers. The first of these was primarily addressed by Mike Atkin and Paul Black, whose paper summarized some of the results of a 13-country study, the Innovations in Science, Mathematics, and Technology Education Project, sponsored by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), for which they collected case studies of innovative approaches to mathematics and science education (Atkin and Black, 1997). From this work they concluded that while every single participating nation (including those that performed well on TIMSS) is decidedly dissatisfied with the status of its own approach to mathematics and science education, not all nations share the same motivations for seeking improvement. Many, particularly those facing high unemployment, share with the United States an overriding concern with preparing young people for the labor market and using a focus on excellence in mathematics and science as a means of improving productivity and fostering economic growth. Others were motivated by quite different concerns, such as the state of adolescent health, or the need to address environmental deterioration (Atkin and Black, 1997:5). According to Atkin and Black, Japan is primarily motivated by the concern that its students are not suffi-
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6The 13 countries involved in the study were Australia (Tasmania), Austria, Canada (British Columbia and Ontario), France, Germany, Ireland, Japan, Netherlands, Norway, the United Kingdom (Scotland), Spain, Switzerland, and the United States.
ciently creative, despite measurably high achievement, and their reforms have been generally targeted toward fostering innovative problem-solving skills and encouraging real-world applications for mathematics and science education.

This point was echoed by Jan de Lange, who cautioned that to an observer from abroad, the United States' virtual obsession with economic competition, particularly with Japan, is, to say the least, puzzling. He reminded participants that somewhat loftier goals for education—the proposition that "it makes people richer intellectually and culturally and prepares them for an increasingly complex society," for example—have a practical application (de Lange, 1997:7). Such goals, he argued, can enhance the development of intellectually rich academic standards that are appropriate to their context. He suggested that the heavy emphasis on standardized test scores in the United States has distorted both curricula and expectations for student learning. Atkin and Black made a similar comment, noting that "there is no substitute for hard argument within each country, to formulate the standards of high quality that it values and to work out the policies that can help achieve those standards" (Atkin and Black, 1997:16).

Atkin and Black stressed that their experience with the OECD study makes clear that the TIMSS results are a snapshot taken at a fixed point in time—a snapshot of student performance and of educational systems that are in near-constant flux. Their point, that the TIMSS results must be seen as a baseline against which changes in education can be marked, was shared by symposium presenter Richard Elmore, who demonstrated a second reason that the context for each country's performance is so crucial. Elmore's focus was on the role TIMSS plays in the education policy environment in the United States, and his argument was that the study provides a unique opportunity in this country because of the time at which it was done (Elmore, 1997). This, he argued, is a time when the proposition that imposing formal standards for students, teachers, and schools has real potential for improving U.S. schools has achieved an almost unprecedented level of agreement among concerned groups. Consequently, he maintained, the data produced by TIMSS, which includes detailed information about classroom practice, curriculum, teacher preparation, and many other contextual factors, should provide support for education leaders who want to take standards the crucial step forward, into classroom practice.

Elmore structured his argument around a description of the U.S. political system as being characterized by both pluralism and dispersed control. Tying these characteristics to our education system, Elmore pointed out that the system is pluralistic in the sense that any constituency that is able to muster a critical mass of support can have an impact on education policy. He argued that the structure of education governance in the United States is neither centralized nor, though it is often so described, localized. Elmore prefers to describe control over education governance as "dispersed": depending on the power
of interested constituencies, influence can be wielded at any level. Though central controls are not prevalent, he noted, the federal government intervened with force in support of school desegregation during the 1960s. More typical are situations in which constituencies with differing views seek in their own ways to influence policy decisions made at various levels, and the outcome is determined largely by political clout. It is because of this possibly unique system that the current apparent consensus over the value of education standards is so remarkable, said Elmore.

Typically, Elmore argued, the dual effects of pluralism and dispersed control have helped to ensure that most “policy talk” is carried on at an abstract level and has little impact on the day-to-day negotiations about specific decisions. (Elmore credited Tyack and Cuban, 1995, for this point.) TIMSS presents the novel possibility that policy prescription could move into the “instructional core,” as he put it, by influencing decisions about “what gets taught to whom.” TIMSS was designed to investigate the links between achievement and contextual factors and was based on the conviction that classroom decisions and other contextual variables have significant effects on student learning. For this reason, Elmore argued, it should provide real support for policy decisions that truly confront what are for him the two key issues for the success of the standards movement, capacity and incentives.

Elmore formulated what he described as a new principle, “reciprocity of capacity and accountability,” to explain his conception of how standards-based reform ought to proceed. His concern is that holding schools accountable for student performance is tremendously risky (Elmore, 1997:15):

Race, social class, and home environment are the strongest predictors of education performance for students. Rewarding and punishing schools based on their performance under these circumstances means rewarding and punishing them, in effect, for the students they serve. Worse yet, adjusting rewards and punishments for student background means that certain schools will be allowed to continue to have lower expectations for their students than other schools, thus defeating the main purpose of standards-based reform.

Acknowledging that this is, as he put it, “a horrendously difficult problem,” Elmore maintained that TIMSS can play a valuable role in focusing discussion on the issue. The study strongly emphasizes the connection between student learning and the many influences on teachers and schools that affect it. Consequently, it supports his argument that identifying and providing the supports necessary to enable students, teachers, and schools to meet established standards will be crucial to the success of standards-based reform.

Jan de Lange had a somewhat different perspective on the same issue. He noted that “there is no mechanism that steers innovation in the United States.” He added that although the United States spends more money than any other country in the world on research about
mathematics education, to an outsider it does not seem that this research has provided as much benefit to students and teachers as it should have. Because so many decisions about school governance are made at the local level and because, he said, “the school board people are not always, let me put it gently, experts in education” he believes they are not particularly likely to be aware of, or persuaded by, education research. De Lange and Elmore shared a conviction that for improvement to occur, the gap between research and theory, on one hand, and practice, on the other, must be bridged. Finally, de Lange reiterated the point that understanding of the contexts that influence education within each country is indispensable. He called for a focus on variations of performance within nations as well as those between them. Citing the vast differences that have been revealed (through the International Assessment of Educational Progress) between the performance of students in Iowa, North Dakota, and Minnesota and that of students in Alabama and Louisiana, for example, he remarked that “this gives at least a suspicion that we cannot blame textbooks or curriculum alone. He maintained that this variation in performance ought to be “unacceptable” (de Lange, 1997:10).

Support for Teachers

Although discussions throughout the symposium touched on issues that revealed potential conflicts of various sorts, two basic points of agreement emerged clearly. Perhaps clearest was a ringing endorsement for the idea that teachers in the United States require far more support than they are currently getting if they are to effect the desired improvements.

Jan de Lange remarked that he had “never seen teachers working under [such] bad conditions . . . as American teachers” and deemed it “remarkable that we still end up in the middle” under these circumstances. He cited their few opportunities for professional development, their low status, and the incoherence of the system in which they function as just a few among the many problems they face. Mary Lindquist followed up by noting that in her experience working with teachers, what they want most is “the time to do the things that they think they should be doing.”

Atkin and Black addressed the role of teachers from a different angle. One of the conclusions they drew from the OECD project was that the absolute dominance that university-based scientists and mathematicians have had over the content of K-12 instruction is declining. Teachers in particular, they noted, are gaining new influence in determining what should be taught, at least in some areas. However, as they put it, “change creates turbulence” (Atkin and Black, 1997:11). For teachers to exercise this influence comfortably, Atkin and Black explained, they need opportunities for collaborating with their peers, and for upgrading and maintaining their own subject knowledge. They
called attention to some revealing data from TIMSS showing that U.S. science teachers average significantly fewer hours per week devoted to both professional reading and development and to lesson planning than did such high-scoring countries as Japan, Hungary, and Singapore (Atkin and Black, 1997:13).

Elmore also addressed the urgency of attending to what teachers need in order to do their jobs well. He noted that "the work day of most teachers is organized in a way that allows them virtually no time to engage in any sustained learning about how to do their work differently," and that "most professionals learn new practices by working with other professionals, in close proximity to the details of practice, and by making their clients pay for the surplus time required to retool and renew themselves" (Elmore, 1997:13). He views it as critical that teachers be given similar opportunities at the same time they are required to meet new standards.

He also noted how ill-suited most existing standards documents are for helping teachers make immediate decisions about what and how to teach. To be useful to teachers, he argued, these documents need to take account of the lesson time teachers actually have and to be "drastically pared, simplified, and operationalized in the form of lesson plans, materials, and practical ideas about teaching practice" (Elmore, 1997:12). In general, participants and presenters clearly seemed to agree that while teachers need to be held to high standards themselves and to significantly raise their expectations for U.S. students, they need to be supported in doing so with concrete and well-planned allocations of time and training.

Secondary Analyses of TIMSS Data

The other basic point of agreement at the symposium was that, despite numerous cautions and criticisms, the TIMSS data are extremely valuable and can serve as the platform from which a wide variety of secondary analyses can take off. The bulk of the specific suggestions for valuable secondary analyses based on TIMSS data came from Edward Haertel, who had been asked to discuss the issue at the symposium. He began with the premise that linking single variables to achievement would likely be unprofitable. "The answers to all such questions," he wrote, "are likely to be equivocal, with many factors each being found to matter a little" (Haertel, 1997:5). For example, he explained, "more than two hours per day of television viewing may be associated with lower achievement, but it does not follow that [students'] watching less television will cause achievement to rise." He also noted that it may be far easier to use TIMSS data to identify factors that have no apparent effect than to calibrate the relative effects of those that are influential.

Haertel's suggestion for approaches to more fine-grained analyses of the data is to break them down in various ways. By exploring subsets of test questions, or items, he explained, it should be possible
to begin addressing in detail some questions with significant policy implications. Clusters of items could be defined in a variety of ways—for example, by mathematics or science topics or by the type of task the item calls for. Alternatively, clusters of students could be defined by demographic factors, by exposure to particular material, or by school characteristics. Another approach would be to select subsets of items by statistical characteristics and then try to determine whether they share any features. Generally, looking at targeted portions of the data could provide answers to specific questions about the relative effects of various factors on achievement.

Haertel pointed out that scores varied far more within individual nations than they did between nations, and he said that gaining understanding of reasons for this would be extremely useful. The United States, he noted, has the third greatest variation in scores of the 41 nations that participated in the middle-school (Population 2) portion of TIMSS. One constructive response to that fact, he argued, would be to try to learn from the exceptions, to ask: "Where do the poor learn as much as the wealthy? . . . Where are classes large and resources meager but achievement still high?"

Haertel encouraged observers who are not psychometricians to participate in the formulation of questions to be addressed using the TIMSS data. He suggested four examples of areas of policy interest that could be explored, while acknowledging that there are many others:

- What are the patterns of gender differences in mathematics and science achievement in different nations?
- How does the variability in educational opportunity and outcomes within the United States compare with that within other nations?
- How widely are new ideas about mathematics curriculum and instruction being implemented?
- Do new approaches in instruction, school governance, or other areas, seem to lead to distinctive patterns of student achievement?

In general, Haertel suggested, the cross-national comparisons made possible by TIMSS are "sources of hypotheses of what to look for within the United States." Specific hypotheses cannot be tested using TIMSS data alone, he noted; the national populations are not comparable, so evidence of success with a particular approach in one place cannot be transferred to another. Haertel offered a reminder that TIMSS is not an instrument for comparing the results of educational "experiments" conducted in "laboratories" around the world, but a

---

7Among the participating nations, the standard deviation ranges from 72 to 111; the standard deviation for the U.S. science scores is 106. The standard deviation of the national averages is approximately 50.
comparative observational study. “The most powerful uses of TIMSS,” he explained, “may be to show us the range of the possible.”

Limitations of TIMSS

Symposium presenters were perhaps most outspoken in describing some of the “yellow lights” they wanted to hold up about ways in which the TIMSS results might be used or misused. Foremost among these concerns was that the study and its results are complex and that it is very tempting to oversimplify them in talking about their implications. Participants emphasized their concern, for example, that results from one of the three-country studies of middle-school students might easily be misconstrued as explaining achievement results for the 41 countries that tested that population, or those at the other two age levels.

Another danger of oversimplification was supplied by Atkin and Black, who noted that the practices the education community considers desirable are by no means always characteristic of the countries who performed well. “If... the cost of high scores is to incur or exacerbate weaknesses on other important criteria,” they explained, “then there [would be] some difficult decisions to be made” (Atkin and Black, 1997:14).

Many presenters and participants also pointed out that the education community actually knows very little about some of the high-performing countries. Since Singapore performed so well, they argued, the next step is to learn more about how that country actually educates its children, rather than to blindly imitate what is already known or, worse, assumed.

A second concern that was expressed by several participants is that TIMSS, although an exemplary assessment by many criteria, is in no way suited for use as a benchmark of world-class performance. As has been noted, the framework on which the achievement results are based covers only the content which the 45 participating countries could agree merited assessment. It does not represent anyone’s idea of a valid program of instruction in itself. It is not correct, as Richard Elmore emphasized, that “since the TIMSS study embodies standards that somehow these standards have some sort of authoritative standing as a consequence of having been connected up with very fine state-of-the-art empirical research.” Moreover, as Jan de Lange and others made clear, the testing instrument, which had to be both affordable and understandable in countries all over the world, was capable of measuring only a limited universe of material. It was

---

8Their point is reinforced by the fourth-grade results, released after the symposium, in which U.S. students at that level ranked considerably higher relative to their international counterparts than did U.S. eighth-graders. Clearly, policy prescriptions designed to make the U.S. system more like those of particular high-performing countries look even less sensible in light of this difference between the grades.
not designed to assess many of the skills identified in current mathematics and science standards, for example, because these cannot realistically be assessed in a large-scale assessment format.

Michael Huberman offered another perspective on the notion of TIMSS as an international benchmark. "There seems to be a Zeitgeist permeating the study," he wrote. (Huberman, 1997:7) His suggestion was that the U.S. NCTM standards had a heavy influence on the content framework, and that a policy perspective supportive of national curricula and of a "back to the basics" approach to standards seemed to lie behind some of the decisions about the structure of TIMSS. His concern was that these unexamined assumptions have guided the study itself and will guide interpretation and application of the findings.

Finally, many of the presentations offered reminders that the TIMSS results are not yet fully digested, and are by no means conclusive. Taking as an example the question of a national curriculum, it is clear that many perspectives are coexisting under the tent of TIMSS. The conclusion drawn by Bill Schmidt, based on his study of curricula and texts, is clearly that U.S. students don’t perform as well as they could because their instruction is neither coherent nor consistent. While none of the other TIMSS researchers made causal claims as specific, it is clear that other plausible explanations deserve exploration. The preliminary findings from both of the qualitative studies presented at the symposium, for example, highlight compelling observations about classroom practice and contextual factors that might have large effects on student learning.

Atkin and Black clearly took issue with Schmidt’s claim that a lack of curricular coherence accounts for the performance of U.S. students, noting that, "there is no strong evidence from the TIMSS data that the existence or absence of a nationally prescribed curriculum leads to improved performance" (Atkin and Black, 1997:15). They noted that “although eight of the top ten countries [in science] all have national curricula, so do eight of the bottom ten,” and the results are similar for mathematics (Atkin and Black, 1997:15). Paul Black concluded his remarks with a gloomy scenario for the United States related to this point. “My nightmare,” he explained, “is that an incorrect conclusion from the TIMSS data is you need a firm national curriculum [and that] you need regular testing. It has got to be affordable; therefore it will be short; and we have got to do this quickly.” Reminding participants that his own country, Great Britain, has recently instituted a national curriculum, Black argued that that experience had yielded little improvement and had damaged teacher morale.

Elmore implicitly addressed Schmidt’s call for coherence in America’s curricula by arguing, in effect, that it is not politically realistic. Noting that “the temporary bi-partisan consensus on goals and standards that followed from the Charlottesville summit [on education issues] concealed, it turns out, a deep and roiling suspicion of anything ‘national’ or ‘federal’ in matters of curriculum and student learning”
Elmore argued that high academic standards can be established, and be effective, without national consensus on precisely what they contain. Since it is states that hold the constitutional responsibility for ensuring that children are educated, it is they who will exert the pressure that will make standards a reality. Elmore's concern is not so much that standards and curricula will not be sufficiently coherent but that if equal attention is not paid to ensuring that supports are in place to assist schools and students that need it, the consequence will be penalties for schools that serve needy populations, and a decrease in the already elusive equality of opportunity that has been a guiding goal for the U.S. educational system.

Jan de Lange perhaps summed up the views of many of the presenters and participants with the following advice, which he addressed to teachers but which could certainly apply more broadly: “Make no changes if not sure of direction.”

SUMMARY

The purpose of the symposium was neither to achieve consensus on any of the issues raised by TIMSS nor to formulate specific advice or suggestions for those using the data. Rather, the purpose was to bring together a variety of perspectives in order to stimulate ideas and raise questions. This is precisely what was accomplished, as symposium chair Richard Shavelson noted when he began his summary with the remark that “multiple perspectives prevail.” He also noted, however, that “this is a tough message to give policy makers.” Despite the fact that discussion and analysis of the TIMSS results are only beginning and that the results so far available have not yielded obvious policy prescriptions, Shavelson continued, several useful themes and questions emerged from the discussion.

Context matters. There was a sense, seemingly shared by virtually all who spoke at the symposium, that student and school performance must be understood in context. As Shavelson put it, “The policy implication is that focusing education reform solely on the schoolhouse and not family, community, and other socioeconomic supports is likely to fall short of the mark.” The study was designed to explore both achievement and at least some of the many contextual factors that affect it. The next task, participants seemed to agree, is to ensure that the importance of the relationship between these two is understood as the TIMSS results are disseminated.

Given the importance of understanding each country’s results in context, how can the research and policy communities generalize from what TIMSS has shown? Shavelson noted that there is a two-fold issue in this question. It is important, first, to confirm that what appears to be characteristic of a particular country is indeed so—that the data are accurately modeled. Second, context notwithstanding, those interested in TIMSS will want to derive guidance from the study. Acknowledging that specific claims about causation
cannot be supported by data from TIMSS, Shavelson went on to argue that responsible uses can be made of the study’s results. “How,” he asked, “can we account for the particularity of context while reaching generalizations with TIMSS?” While he had no ready answer, he urged the group as a scientific community to continue to address the problem in order to profit fully from the vast investment of money and effort that has been made in collecting the data.

**TIMSS provides valuable images of what is possible.** Recognizing that the TIMSS results will be generalized by policy makers, educators, and the public, and cognizant of the need for caution in interpreting and learning from TIMSS, Shavelson was enthusiastic about learning from the alternatives TIMSS provides—images of what is possible. These images, he explained, particularly of teaching and of curriculum, can stimulate thinking, provoke public debate, and provide valuable perspectives, long before they have been scientifically scrutinized. While it is true, he added, that questions about generalizing—about whether a strategy will work in another context or can be effectively adapted by another teacher—may remain unsolved, they need not hamper experimentation. Trying out alternatives suggested by TIMSS will be the key to understanding in which contexts, if any, they will succeed.

**There is a clear need for ongoing study.** The symposium discussion made clear that researchers who have not yet had the opportunity to look at this rich dataset will bring alternative perspectives, and it is important that they gain access to the data. In addition, Shavelson said, the innovative combination of research methods used in TIMSS calls for an innovative combination of researchers to undertake the secondary analysis. A kind of teamwork that has not been tried before may be called for, Shavelson argued, and he urged the community to consider ways of making sure that this happens. He also urged those in a position to do so to feel a responsibility to provide support for TIMSS research beyond what has already been planned and funded. Further research, he argued, ought to represent a diversity of views and to focus on issues that have significant policy implications and, therefore, be useful to policy makers.

**TIMSS has some clear implications for education reformers.** Shavelson drew from the symposium a clear sense that TIMSS reinforced the notion that no reform ought to be undertaken without a corresponding commitment to do three things: provide adequate resources to support it, sustain it for long enough to be sure it has had a chance to take hold, and evaluate its impact. He expressed a hope that further dialogue and debate based on the TIMSS results would help decision makers focus their reform efforts. Seconding Elmore’s view of the political context in which TIMSS was undertaken, Shavelson suggested that the study could help to solidify some of the consensus that seems to be developing around standards-based reform.
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Actual Test Items

TIMSS Mathematics Items Released Set for Population 2 (seventh and eighth grades): All publicly released items used to assess seventh- and eighth-grade students in the TIMSS study.

TIMSS Science Items Released Set for Population 2 (seventh and eighth grades): All publicly released items used to assess seventh- and eighth-grade students in the TIMSS study.
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Third International Mathematics and Science Study

Resources

Information about TIMSS, as well as copies of published reports, can be obtained from the sources listed below:

TIMSS International Study Center
CSTEEP, Campion Hall 323
Boston College
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167
617/552-4521
http://wwwcsteep.bc.edu/timss

U.S. National Research Center
Michigan State University
http://ustimss.msu.edu

Texts of the seven TIMSS newsletters, which provide descriptions of components of the study, abstracts of the curriculum study reports, and ordering information are available in this web site.

Reports available from Kluwer Academic Publishers Group
Order Department
P.O. Box 358
Accord Station
Hingham, MA 02018-0358
617/871-6600
services@wkap.nl

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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